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saturn v - wikipedia - the saturn v (pronounced "saturn five") was an american human-rated expendable
rocket used by nasa between 1967 and 1973. the three-stage liquid-propellant super heavy-lift launch vehicle
was developed to support the apollo program for human exploration of the moon and was later used to launch
skylab, the first american space station. what was the saturn v? | nasa - the saturn v was the nasa rocket
that launched humans to the moon. the saturn v was the nasa rocket that launched humans to the moon. ...
nasa apollo saturn v rocket summary information - nasa apollo saturn v rocket summary information
nasa apollo program historical information page 0000 of 0046 nasa apollo program historical information nasa
apollo saturn v rocket summary information source: “saturn v flight manual sa-506 (apollo 11)” printed by:
macintosh picture printer 0.0.5 1999-01-11 printed: 1999-01-25 15:27:26 saturn v rocket launch speed
and height - nasa - the saturn v rocket has an altitude of 103 meters, which is close to the gantry height.
problem 4 - how fast was the saturn v traveling at the time the rocket engines just cleared the top of the
gantry in a) meters/second? b) miles/hour? answer: a) at 9 seconds, the rocket was traveling at about 23
meters/sec. b) converting 23 meters/sec to ... 'super scale' saturn v - apogeerockets - this is a 1 /70th
scale flying model rocket kit of the saturn v. this is the vehicle that launched apollo 11 that first placed man on
the moon. you can build it as a real flying rocket, or just for display. either way, you’ll end up with a fantastic
model that you’ll be proud to show off to your freinds. the saturn v moon rocket - msfc history office specific purpose, the saturn v was the most powerful vehicle ever designed. more than 3 million parts, making
up 700,000 components, were contained in a single saturn v. when complete, the 363-foot saturn v stood 60
feet taller than the statue of liberty and weighed 13 times more. at liftoff, the three-stage the saturn v moon
rocket aaaaaaaaaaaa 7 technical information summary, as 501-1, apollo saturn v ... - the purpose af
the as-501 mission is to develop the saturn v launch vehicle for manned flights and to verify the adequacy of
the apollo command module heat shield at lunar reentry velocities. the as-501 mission is an unmanned,
elliptical earth orbital flight. 2. mission objectives: a. apollo spacecraft & saturn v launch vehicle
pyrotechnics ... - saturn v launch vehicle range safety operations the saturn v launch vehicle had a
predetermined launch trajjyectory if it deviated from this trajectory, to the degree that it could endanger life or
property (shownlife or property (shown in the blue band)… the range safety officer (rso) would send a
command to thesend a command to the 1/195 scale apollo-saturn v assembly instructions - the j mission
saturn v’s differed from the earlier rockets most visibly in a weight-saving measure. the small ullage rockets on
the s-ic/s-ii interstage were removed for these flights to save weight. other weight savings and refinements
gave the saturn v the extra performance to carry a lunar rover and a couple of extra days’ worth of supplies.
saturn v rocket - asme - class saturn vehicle in october 1961. by december 1961, concepts for the c-2, the
c-3, and nova had evolved to the saturn v. developmental work through the 1960s culminated in the first
launch of the saturn v on november 9, 1967. on december 21, 1968, the first manned flight (and third launch)
of the saturn v took place with borman, lovell, and ...
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